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Convened by INTALInC  

This webinar series seeks to offer fresh insights on emergent practical approaches to facilitate the complex 

mobilities and accessibilities of low-income settlements and vulnerable populations as they intersect with 

transport and urban planning, socio-economic inequalities, informalities and sustainability transitions. 

Drawing on diverse and vibrant perspectives and experience, the webinar series seeks to reflect on  

opportunities for transformation  

SESSION 6: Future actions for bridging the gap between policy and practice 

Thursday 9th December 2021 at 2:00pm (UK time) 

Session Chairs: Fiona Rajé, Manchester Metropolitan University and Juan Antonio Carrasco,  

Universidad de Concepción and CEDEUS 

Panel Participants: Julia Nebrija, Agile City Partners; Ajay Bailey, University of Utrecht; Jim Walker, 

Walk21; Hernan Silva, Fundación Cludadanos y Clima; Heather Allen, Independent researcher/

consultant on gender and sustainable transport; Samuel Odewumi, Lagos State University; Constant 

Capp, Code for Africa; Tanu Priya Uteng, Norwegian Centre for Transport Research 

This webinar concludes the series and takes a different approach to previous sessions. It will offer practitioner 
insights from across the geographical spectrum which demonstrate action for mobility and accessibility on the 
ground. The webinar will take the form of a panel discussion session with audience questions and answers. 

The overall aim is to provide an exciting mix of examples and sharing of knowledge which will illustrate how 
people are working to meet the complexities of urban living by adopting innovative solutions to transport and 
travel challenges of vulnerable populations. The panel session will harness experienced practitioners’  
understandings to inform better and novel ways of developing citizen-centric solutions. 

Webinar participants are invited to submit questions to emma.tsoneva@manchester.ac.uk for the panel  
before the session. There will also be an opportunity to ask questions on the day. 

 
Register for  

session 6 

PROGRAMME AND REGISTRATION 
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